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l. INTRODUCTION 
A permutation group is called quasiregular if it acts regularly on each 
of its orbits. In particular, any abelian permutation group is quasiregular. 
In [3], the following result was proved. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let F be a quasiregular collineation group acting on a 
finite projective planezr, o f  order n. If[ F t > 89 ~ -k n + 1), and i f  t denotes 
the number of  point (or line) orbits o f  1", and i f  F denotes the f ixed sub- 
structure of[ ' ,  then one of  the following must hold. 
F =n2-kn+ 1, t=  1, F= ~.  
1" = n ~, t = 3, F is an incident point-line pair (A, m). 








1"[ = n 2 --  1, t = 3, F is a nonincident point-line pair (A, m). 
F [  = n 2 - -  n 1 /2 ,  t = 2, F = ~.  In this case, one of  the point 
precisely the points of  a Baer subplane zr o . 
(f) [ F [ = n(n -- 1), t = 5, F consists of  2 points, the line joining 
them, and another line through one of  the points. 
(g) [ F [ = (n --  1) 2, t = 7, F is the vertices and sides of  a triangle. 
(h) I F [  = (n - -n i l  2+ 1) 2 , t =2n 1/~+ 1, F= ;~. 
There are examples for each of the cases (a)-(g) of Theorem 1.1 although 
the only known example of  case (e) occurs in the plane of order 4. It is 
this case (e) that we shall be primarily concerned with in this paper. That 
case (h) cannot occur in any plane of order n ~ 4 is proved in [6]. 
In Section 2 we define a relative difference set in a group G, and show 
how such a relative difference set gives rise to a geometric structure which 
is of  a similar nature to an affine plane. In Section 3 we consider possible 
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extensions of such a structure to a projective plane, and prove that the 
only "reasonable" extensions correspond precisely to cases (b), (d) and 
(e) of Theorem 1.1. 
Sections 5 and 6 are concerned with polarities of finite projective planes, 
with particular eference to case (e) of Theorem 1.1 when/"  is abelian. 
As already stated, case (e) is equivalent o a relative difference set, 
having certain parameters. In Section 7, we consider multipliers of such 
a relative difference set, to yield certain nonexistence theorems. In partic- 
ular, combining the results of Sections 6 and 7, we have the following. 
MAIN THEOREM. I f  case (e) o f  Theorem 1.1 occurs, with 1" abelian, 
then either n = 4, or else n is odd, n is not a prime power, and if  p is a prime, 
with p tn, then p ~- 1 (mod 4). 
Throughout his paper, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with 
projective planes (see Dembowski [2] or Hughes and Piper [9]) and also 
with relative difference sets (see Elliott and Butson [5]). 
2. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION 
Let G be a finite group, of order mn and let H be a normal subgroup of 
G, of order n. Suppose that G contains a subset D, having k elements, 
such that every element of G\H can be expressed in precisely A ways in 
the form did~ 1, where di, dj ~ D, and such that no nonidentity element of H 
can be so expressed. Then we say that D is an (m, n, k, A) difference set 
o f  G relative to H. 
Note that if n ---- 1, then we obtain an "ordinary" difference set in G. 
Throughout this paper, we shall concern ourselves with relative difference 
sets having A = 1. Furthermore, we shall assume that n > 1, so that H 
does not merely consist of the identity element. If  we have n ----- 1 and 
A = 1, then it is well known that such a relative difference set corresponds 
to case (a) of Theorem 1.1 (see, for instance, [2, p. 208]). 
I f  D is a relative difference set in a group G, then for each g ~ G, the 
set gD = { gd: de  D) is called a translate o f  D. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a difference set, having parameters (m, n, k, 1), 
in a group G relative to 1-1. I f  g 1 , g2 ~ G, gl v ~ gz , then ] gxD n g2D I = 1 
i f  g~agl • H, glD n g~D = ;3 i f  g~lg~ E H. 
Proof  Let ~ E gaD n gzD. Then there are elements d~, d~ ~ D such that 
= glda = g2d~. Hence g~lg I = d2dl 1. I f  g-~Xg I ~ H, then d~ = d2, and 
hence ga = g2, and so in this case there can be no element ~ ~ giD c3 g~D. 
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Otherwise g~lg I • H, and so dl and d2 are determined uniquely, and so 
Igl Dc3g2D] = 1. 
In view of Lemma 2.1, the translates of D can be partitioned into classes, 
such that any two translates from different classes have a unique element 
in common, and two distinct translates from the same class have no 
common element. Thus, by identifying the elements of  G with points and 
the translates of  D with lines, we have a structure of  a similar nature to an 
affine plane. In the next section, we shall show how, in certain cases, we 
can extend such a system to a projective plane. 
We now show the connection between the quasiregular groups of 
Theorem 1.1 and certain relative difference sets with ~ = 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that we are in one of the cases (a), (b), (d), (e) of 
Theorem 1.1. Let I be a line of the line orbit of length [ 1"1 and let P be a 
point in the point orbit of length I 1" I. Define D = {7 ~ F: P7 ~ l}; then in 
each case D is a relative difference set having the following parameters. 
(a) (n2+n+l , l ,n+l ,  1). 
(b) (n, n, n, 1), where the excluded subgroup H is the pointwise 
stabilizer of the line m. 
(d) (n + 1, n - -  1, n, 1), where H ~- 1"m, m being the fixed line 
oft. 
(e) (n ~ nl/2 + 1, n -- nl/2, n, 1), where H ~-- 1-'%. 
Proof. Case (a) has already been noted. As we shall be interested later 
in case (e), we shall prove the lemma in this case. Cases (b) and (d) may be 
proved similarly. 
In case (e), it is clear that if D is a difference set in F relative to F ,  ~ then 
it has the parameters tated above. 
First, suppose that 71 ,72  ~ D and that 7W2a= h ~ 1"-o" Then 
P71 ~ Ph72 = P72h' (h' ~ F%) since/'% <~ F. Let PT~ = Q~ e l (i = 1, 2). 
Then Q1 --- Q2h'. Since h' must also fix the unique point of  l c5 %,  then 
h' fixes the line 1, and so h' = 1, and so Yl = 72 9 
Now suppose that 71, 72, 73, 74 ~ D such that y~y[ 1 = 737-~ 1. Let 
PT~ = Q~ ~l  ( i=  1 ,2 ,3 ,4) .  The collineation y~ly2:Q3--~Qt and 
Q4 --~ Q2, and since we may assume Yl =A 72,73 ~ 74, then 7~172 fixes 
the line l. Hence Y2 = 74 and Yt = 73 9 This proves the lemma for case (e). 
3. EXTENSIONS TO PROJECTIVE PLANES 
In this section, we consider the incidence structure associated with a 
relative difference set D having parameters (m, n, k, 1), with n ~ 1, as 
described in the remarks after Lemma 2.1. 
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The method of extension (Method A) will be as follows. To each parallel 
class of lines we will add one new point. Also we will add s ~ 0 other 
points, which are not incident with any of the lines, which correspond to 
translates of D, and finally we shall add new lines which will make the 
resulting structure into a finite projective plane. Note that we regard a 
line as a subset of  points. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let  D be a difference set, with parameters (m, n, k, 1), 
n ~ 1, in a group G relative to H. Then D can be extended to a projective 
plane rr by Method A, described above, i f  and only i f  D has parameters 
(m,n ,k ,  l )=  (q,q,q,  1), (q+ 1, q - -  1, q, 1) or (q2%- q %- 1, q2 _ q, q2, 1). 
In each case the extension to 7r is unique, and the group G induces a collin- 
eation group I" o f  rr which acts in the manner o f  cases (b), (d) and (e), 
respectively, o f  Theorem 1.1 
Proof  We first prove that the only possible extensions by Method A 
are the ones stated in the theorem. Counting differences between distinct 
elements of  D gives 
k(k - -  1) =mn- -n .  (3.1) 
Clearly, if the resulting structure is to be a projective plane ~r, then ~r must 
have order k, and so 7r must contain k 2 %- k q- l points. Also, since the 
number of  parallel classes is E G [/I H L = m, then the total number of 
points of  7r is mn %- m %- s. So 
k 2 %-k~-  1 ~-- mn %-m +s .  (3.2) 
Eliminating m from (3.1) and (3.2) gives 
n = ~-((2k --  s) %- (4k --  4ks %- s2)1/2}. 
Write s 2 --  4ks %- 4k ~- u 2. This can be rewritten 
(2k - - s )  2 = (2k - -  1) ~%-(u 2 -  1). 
I f s  ~ 1, then either s= 1 or else s ~4k- -  1. I f  s= 1, then u= 1, 
andn  =kork - -  1 and som = kork%-  1. I f s  ~4k- -  l, thensince 
n = 89 --  s) zk (4k - -  4ks + s2)1/2}, and since n > 0 we must have 
4k -- 4ks -? s 2 > (2k --  s) z, which gives 4k > 4k 2, which is impossible 
for k > 0. Finally, if s = 0, then n ~ k %- kl/2. Putting k ~- q2, we have 
n = q2 %- q and hence m = qZ qz q %- 1. If, however, n = q2 %- q, then 
the plane zr would have order at least qZ %- q, which is impossible. Thus, 
when s = 0, we have (m, n, k, 1) ---- (q2 -k q %- 1, q2 _ q, q2, 1). 
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Next we show that in these cases the extension to ~r is possible. That 
the difference set D with parameters (q2 q_ q q_ 1, q~ -- q, q2 1) extends, in 
a unique manner, was proved by Piper [11]. Piper's construction is as 
follows. Let K be isomorphic to G/H, and let o~ be a homomorphism 
from G onto K, with kernel H. Let t be any element of K\D% and let 
S = KIt(D~) -1. The points of ~r are { g e G} w {k e K). The lines of 7r are 
the following point sets. {Sk u {ge  G:g~= k}} for each k eK,  and 
{Dg • {tg~}} for each g e G. The points {k e K} together with the lines of 
the first type form the Baer subplane ~r 0 . Clearly the group G induces a 
quasiregular collineation group of type (e) on the plane ~r. We make use of 
this construction i  Section 6 of this paper. We mention that this result was 
also obtained independently by one of the authors, although the method 
of proof was essentially the same as Piper's. We now show how to construct 
the planes from the relative difference sets D with parameters (q, q, q, 1) 
and (q + 1, q : -  1, q, 1). Simple counting arguments, in both cases, prove 
that the extensions, given, are unique. In both cases G induces a quasi- 
regular collineation group, of types (b) and (d) respectively, on the plane. 
First, suppose that D has parameters (q, q, q, 1). Let glH,..., gqH be the 
distinct cosets of H. Then the parallel classes are merely {g~hD: h e H}, 
i = 1, 2,..., q. To the parallel class { ggHD}, add one new point (a~). Denote 
the extra point to be added by (or). We now have q~ § q -]- 1 points. 
The new lines to be added are as follows. One new line consists of the 
points (or), (a0,..., (aq), and the remaining lines are the point sets 
{gill} u (~),  for i = 1, 2,..., q. Clearly there are q~ q- q + 1 lines, 
q + 1 points on each line, and any two distinct lines have a unique point 
in common. Hence, by a result in [2, p. 138] the system we have constructed 
is a projective plane of order q. The set of mappings {0, : a e G}, where 
0~ : G --+ G via O~ : g ~ ag, induces a quasiregular collineation group of 
type (b), isomorphic to G, on the plane ~. 
We have a similar construction for the case when D has parameters 
(q § 1, q -- 1, q, 1). To the parallel class {g~HD} adjoin the point (a0, 
where i = 1, 2,..., q § 1. Let (oo) denote the extra point to be added. The 
new lines are as follows. One line consists of the points (a l )  , (as) , . . .  , (aq+l)-  
For the other lines, let Bi = G\g~HD = g~(G\HD) = g~H, where ~H 
is some coset of H. The other new lines are then B~ u (a~) u (oo), for 
i = 1, 2 ..... q § 1. Again, it is easy to verify that we have constructed 
a projective plane admitting the group G as a quasiregular collineation 
group of type (d). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Case (b) of Theorem 1.1 has been studied by Dembowski and 
Ostrom [4], and many of their results can be obtained by using the ideas 
of relative difference sets. We mention briefly one other possible method 
of extension from a relative difference set to a projective plane. Method B: 
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To each parallel class adjoin one new point, and also add r > 0 other 
new points to each translate of D. Then, as before, add s /> 0 new points 
not incident with any of the translates, and finally (hopefully) add in the 
new lines. In the same manner as the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
we can prove the following result. The proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 3.2. f f  a relative difference set D with parameters (m, n, k, l) 
can be extended by Method B to a projective plane, then r >~ (k -- 2) 3. 
In general, this means that a large number of new points has to be added, 
and so it will probably turn out that it is very difficult actually to construct 
the plane from D. In the one case investigated, we have that D is a relative 
difference set in G ~ Ca • C3, having parameters (3, 3, 3, 1), e.g. 
D ---- ((0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2)}. D can be extended to a plane zr of order 4 
(and so r ---- 1) such that the group G acts on zr in the following manner. 
G has the three point orbits, one of which is triangular, and the other two 
orbits, both of length 9, are (respectively) the points incident with, 
and not incident with, the sides of the triangle. (See Piper [10, p. 331, 
Remark 1].) 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give examples of relative difference sets with param- 
eters (b), (d), (e) of Lemma 2.2. 
1. Case (n, n, n, 1). Let (S, +,  .) be a commutative semifield of odd 
order n. Then if 
G = (S • S, +),  H = (S • {0}, +)  and D -- {(x 2, x): x E S), 
it is easily verified that D is a relative difference set with parameters 
(n, n, n, 1) in G relative to H. 
2. In [8] Hughes considers relative difference sets with parameters 
(n + 1, n -- 1, n, 1) (which he calls partial difference sets) and mentions 
that the only examples known to him occur in the cyclic group of order 
n 2 -- 1, n a prime power. That these relative difference sets do exist in 
such a group is due to Bose [1]; the same result was later rediscovered 
by Elliott and Butson [5]. We shall show here that such relative difference 
sets exist in non-abelian groups. However, we first give a simple con- 
struction, which appears to be new, for cyclic (n + 1, n -- 1, n, 1) relative 
difference sets. 
Let n be a prime power and suppose that x is a primitive element of 
582a/t9/2-2 
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GF(n ~) so that x is a root o fa  po lynomia l f (y )  = y2 + ay + b (a, b ~ GF(n)) 
irreducible of degree 2 over GF(n). Then, for 0 ~< i ~ n ~ --  2, there exist 
(Xi , ~i ~ GF(n) such that x i = ot i + flix. I fD  = {x i E GF(n2): x i = 1 + flix} 
it is easily verified that D is an (n + 1, n --  1, n, 1) relative difference set 
in the cyclic group GF*(n ~) relative to the subgroup GF*(n). 
Suppose n ---- pr where p is a prime and that (G, +)  is the cyclic group 
of  integers modulo p~ --  1. Following Hall 's account ([7] p. 182) of  a 
result of  Zassenhaus [13], we define a new addition on the elements of G. 
Let q = ph and suppose hv = 2r where v is an integer all of  whose prime 
factors divide q --  1. ( If  q - -  3 (mod 4) we also require v ~ 0 (mod 4).) 
Then, given j, let r( j )  denote the unique integer i (mod v) such that 
qi ~ 1 + j (q --  1) (mod v(q --  1)). (4.1) 
Define a sum, 0 ,  on G by 
i@j - -= iq  r~; )+ j  (mod q~ - -  1). (4.2) 
I t  is easily verified that (G, 0 )  is a non-abelian group if v > 1. Let D be 
a relative difference set in (G, +)  with parameters (n + 1, n --  1, n, 1). 
Then Theorems 7.1 and 8.2 of [5] ensure that there is a translate of D 
fixed by the automorphism x -+ px  of (G, +) ,  i.e. if D = {dl ..... dn} then 
there exists an integer a such that 
{(a + dl) p,..., (a + dn) p} --~ {a + dl ,..., a + dn} (mod q~ --  1). 
We may therefore suppose that the automorphism x--*  px  of (G, +)  
fixes D. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let D be a relative difference set with parameters 
(n + 1, n --  l, n, 1), where n = p~, in the cyclic group (G, +)  relative to 
the subgroup (H, +),  and suppose that the automorphism x -+px of  
(G, +)  f ixes D. Then i f  (H, 0 )  is a normal subgroup of  (G, @), D is also 
a relative difference set in (G, @), relative to (H, @). 
Proof. I f  we write @x for the negative of x in (G, @) it is a simple 
matter to verify that @x = - -xq ~-~t~l. Suppose that D = (dl,  d2 ..... dn} 
and that 
d, @ dj = dk @ dl. 
Then, from (4.1) and (4.2), we have 
(d, - -  dj) q,(az) = (d, -- d3 q~.(a) (mod q* --  1). (4.3) 
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However, since the automorphism x ~ px  fixes D, there exist integers 
/1,j~, kx,/1 such that 
d~q~(a~ ) : d~i 
djq ~(a~) =-- d~ 
(mod qV _ 1). 
dkq ~(a) ~ d~ 1 
dtq ~(a) ~ dq 
Hence (4.3) implies 
dq-Cx~dk~-dq  (modq~--  1), 
which, since D is a relative difference set in (G, +), yields ix ----Jl and 
ki = li or/1 = kl and Ji = ll 9 We immediately deduce that either i = j 
and k ---- l or 
d~q ~(a~) ~ dkq ~%) and d~q "(a') -~ d~q "(a) (mod q" -- 1). (4.4) 
Now 
(q~%)+~(a~) _ 1)/(q -- 1) ~-- d~ + dtq ~%) -~ dt + djq ~(a~) (mod v), 
so that 
dj - -  d~ =- (d~q ~(a~) --  dzq ~ta)) (mod v). (4.5) 
However, since (q~ -- 1)/(q -- 1) ~ 0 (rood v), we have, on using (4.4) 
in (4.5), that dj =dt  (rood v) which in turn implies r(dj) -~ r(d3. Thus, 
finally, from (4.4), i = k and j---- L We have therefore proved that the 
differences d~ G dj (i ~ j)  are all distinct. To complete the proof of the 
theorem we need only observe that d~ @ d~- ~ H if i ~ j. 
When v ~ 2 and p is odd, the subgroup (H, (~) is easily shown to be 
normal in (G, 0 )  and so we have examples of relative difference sets with 
parameters (n + 1, n -- 1, n, 1) (n an odd prime power) in non-abelian 
groups. 
If (H, O) is not a normal subgroup of (G, 0 )  it is still true that the 
differences d~ @ dj (i :/:j) are all distinct, as are @d~ 9 dj (i ~ j ) .  
However, while d i@ dj ~ H for i ~ j, it is readily seen that @di Q djr K, 
where (K, O) is a conjugate subgroup of (H, Q) in (G, G). Nevertheless, 
it is still possible to construct a projective plane from the translates of D 
in (G, @) by the method of Section 3. The planes constructed from D 
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considered as a subset of (G, +)  and from D considered as a subset of 
(G, Q)  are equivalent. 
3. Case (n 2 -]- n q- 1, n 2 -- n, n 2, 1). The only example known to the 
authors occurs when n ----- 2 in the cyclic group of integers modulo 14, 
given by D --- (0, 1, 9, 11). 
5. POLARITIES AND ABELIAN COLLINEATION GROUPS 
A polarity p of a projective plane is a one-to-one mapping of the lines 
to the points and the points to the lines, such that incidence is preserved, 
and such that p2 =/ ,  the identity collineation. An element of the plane is 
called absolute if it is incident with its image under p. The number of 
absolute points (which equals the number of absolute lines) will be denoted 
by a(p). 
THEOREM 5.1. With the possible exception o f  case (c), any plane which 
admits an abelian eollineation group of  one o f  the types in Theorem 1.1 
must admit a polarity. 
Proof. Before proving this result, we remark that case (c) must be 
excluded, as any translation plane admits uch a group of collineations, but 
certainly not all translation planes admit polarities. 
We shall prove the theorem in detail for case (e). In this case 7r is a 
finite projective plane of order q~, having a square root subplane Zro, 
and admitting an abelian collineation group/ ' ,  of order q4 _ q, having 
precisely two point orbits, namely the points ofzr 0 and the points not of~r 0. 
Similarly for the line orbits. Let P be a point of ~\Tr o and let l be a line, 
1 r 7r o . Let P0 be the unique point of ~'o incident with I, and let l 0 be the 
unique line of ~r 0 which contains the point P. 
I f  X is any point of ~r\Tro, then X = Py, for a unique y ~/ ' ,  and if m 
is any line of 7r\~ro, then m = 13 for a unique 3 E P. Similarly for the 
points and lines of fro, although ere the representation is not unique. 
We now set up the following mapping p. I f  X = P~, then Xp = 19, -1, 
and i fm = ly, then mp = py-1. Similarly, if X o = PoY, then Xop = 10y -1, 
and if mo = lo~,, then mop = Xoy -1. We claim that the mapping p, above, 
is a polarity of the plane 7r. We must first show that p is well defined. Let 
X0 : Poa : Po/3, where a,/3 ~ F. Then Poa/3 -1 : eo ,  so that a/3 -1 ~/ '%.  
Hence 10a/3 -1 = I0, so that I0 a-t  : 1o/3 -1, i.e. (Po a) p : (eo/3) p, and so p 
is well defined on the points (and similarly the lines) of rro . Clearly p is a 
one-to-one mapping of the points (lines) of r onto the lines (points) of 7r, 
and p2 : I, the identity mapping. Hence, to complete the proof for case (e) 
we need only check that p preserves incidence. 
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Three cases arise: 
(i) X ~ rr\%, m ~ ~r\rr0. Let X = P~, m = lfl and suppose Po~ ~ lfl. 
Then pfl-x ~ 1~-1, i.e. mp EXp.  
(ii) X e rr0, m ~ %.  As in case (i). 
(iii) X ~ ~r\%, m ~ % (and similarly X ~ ~r0, m ~ *r\rro). Let X = P~, 
m = loft and suppose P~x ~ loft. Then P ~ loflO~ -1, which is a line of %.  
Since P ~ lo, then /0/3~-1-  10, and so /3~-1 ~/'~0. Since Po E/, then 
Po(fl~-l) -1 ~/, and so Pof1-1 ~ 1o~ -1, i.e. mp ~ Xp. 
This completes the proof for case (e). 
For the remaining cases, namely (a), (b), (d), (f), (g), we merely give the 
"base" points and lines, and leave the remainder of the proof, in each 
case, to the reader. 
Any point P, any line 1. 
If  A is the fixed point and m the fixed line, then P is any point 
any line with A ~ L P1 ---- A, /1 = m, P2 = m c~/, and/2 is the 
(a) 
(b) 
Cm, / is  
line AP.  
(d) 
P4:  A, 
If (.4, m) is the fixed point-line pair, then P is any point of ~r\rn, 
l is any line not containing A, and m 4: L PI = A, I x = m, 
P2=lnm,  and/2=AP.  
(f) If the fixed points are A and B, and the fixed lines are m 1 = AB 
and rn2 (with A E m2), then P is any point ofrr not incident with rnl or m2 9 
I is any line of ~- which does not contain either A or B. P1 = A,/1 = m~, 
P2 =B,  13 = m2 , P3 = l n ml  ,13 .= PA,  P4 = l n m2 , and14 = PB. 
(g) Let ABC be the vertices of the fixed triangle A. Then P is any 
point of Tr\ A, I is any line ofrr not containing A, B, or C. Px = A,/1 = BC, 
P2 = B, 12 = AC,  Pz = C, lz = AB,  P4 = I n BC, m4 = lr A,  
P5 = l n AC,  m5 = PB,  Pr ~- l n AB,  m G = PC. 
This then completes the proof of the theorem. 
Counting the number of absolute points of the polarity in each case is 
easy if [ / ' [  is odd, and not at all easy if IF{ is even. For instance, in 
case (a), the point Py is absolute with respect to p if and only if Py ~ ly -1, 
i.e. if and only if py2 ~/. Since, in this case, the group/~ has odd order, 
then the mapping y ~ ~,2 is an automorphism of/-', and so the number of 
absolute points of p is precisely the number of points of l which are in the 
orbit of P, namely n + 1. If there is more than one point orbit then we 
carry out the above procedure for each orbit. When I_rl is even, then 
y __~ y2 is not an automorphism of/",  and so the counting of the absolute 
points becomes more difficult. 
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6. CASE (e) IN THE CASE WHEN ./" IS ABELIAN 
In this section we consider case (e) of Theorem 1.1 in the case when/"  
is abelian. We make use of the relative difference set and Piper's con- 
struction [11] to count the number of absolute points of the polarity p 
described in the previous ection. 
Let I be any line of ~r which is not a line of ~'0 and let P be any point of 
7r\~" o . Let p be the polarity determined by P and l (see Section 5). We 
count the absolute points of p. The group induced by / "  on rro has order 
q2 _q_ q _? 1, and so from the remarks at the end of Section 5 it is clear that 
the number of absolute points of p which are points ofTr 0 is q + 1. 
The point PT, is absolute, 7, E/ ' ,  if and only if PT, E 17, -1, i.e. PT~ ~ L 
Let D ---- {7, ~ F: P7 E l}; then, by Lemma 2.2, D is a relative difference set 
with parameters (q~ + q q- 1, q2 _ q, q2, 1), and by Piper's result [11] 
9 r is uniquely determined by D. Hence the number of absolute points of p 
outside fro is (number of squares in D) (number of elements o f / "  of order 
~<2). I f  t ---- number of elements o f / "  of order ~2,  and s = number of 
squares in D, then 
a(p) = q d- 1 + st. (6.1) 
Let S = {7, ~ F: r = 3 2, 3 ~ _P}, i.e. the subgroup of squares in _P, and let 
F=f i lSu f l~Su. . .wf i tS ,  where fix---- 1. Let [Dnf i iS l  =x i  for 
i = 1, 2,..., t. Note that x 1 ---- s. Then 
t 
xi = q2. (6.2) 
i=1 
Also, count the number of squares of F \H.  The number of such squares 
is (I F I --  I H I)/t on the one hand, and ~=x xi(x~ -- 1) on the other, 
since all elements o f / ' \H  occur precisely once as the difference of elements 
of D. Thus 
t q4 _ q~ 
E x,(x,  - -  1) ----- (6.3) 
i=1 t 
Now consider the polarity p~, defined with respect o the line I and the 
point Pfl~ (for i = 1, 2,..., t). Note that Pl ---- P- 
Under p~, (Pfl~)7' ~ I~ -~ so that (Pfl~)y is absolute if and only if 
Pf lW 2 ~ l, i.e. flW 2 ~ D, and so the number of absolute points of p~ is 
a(p~) ---- q + 1 + tx~ , for i = 1,..., t. (6.4) 
I f  i ---- 1, then we have Eq. (6.1). It is well known, for any polarity p of a 
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finite projective plane of order n, that a(p) = n + 2r(n 1/2) + 1, where 
r >~ 0 (see for instance [2, p. 152]). So, from (6.4) 
q + 1 + txi = q2.3t_ 2riq + 1, 
i.e. 
so that 
x~ = [q2 + (2r, - -  1) ql/t, 
xi = (qZ + aiq)/t (6.5) 
for i = 1, 2,..., t, where =i odd, a~ ~> --1. Substituting in (6.2) and (6.3) 
gives 
q~ = q2 + o~iq = q~ + q ~, cq, 




Z ~' = 0 (6.6) 
i=1 
q4 _ q2 t t 
t - -2X i2 - -2X i '  
i=1 i=1 
i.e. 
~ (q2_]_cxiq)2 q4_q2  
Y" xfl . . . . .  + q2, 
i=1 i=1 t t 
q4 2q8 ~ q2 ~, q4 q2 
T + ~ ai + ~ ai2 + q~ 
i= l  /=1 t 
SO 
i.e. 
,2(q  ) 
-T  +q2, i=1 
a, z = t(t -- 1). (6.7) 
i=1 
We now solve (6.6) and (6.7), to obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. All of the o~i, except one, say a 1 , are equal to --1, and 
az=t - -1 .  
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Proof. Label the a~ such that the first r are positive, r >/ 1, since each 
of the a~ is odd. The remaining t -  r of  the a~ are then equal to--1.  
Thus ~a ai = t --  r and ~1 ai ~ = t(t -- 1) --  (t - -  r). Hence, 
So 
C~ i = ( t  - -  r )  2 = a i  2 "q- 
i=1 i~ j  
id=l  
: t ( t - -  1) - - ( t - - r )q -  
i , j= l  
a~ar  ( t - - r )  2 -{ t ( t -  1 ) - - ( t - - r )}  
i d= l  
----- (r --  2t)(r - -  1). 
Since r < t < 2t, either r ---- 1 or else 
i j= l  
which is impossible. Hence r = 1, as claimed. 
~2 = ~ ---- "'" = at  = - -1 .  
So a l - - t -1  and 
COROLLARY 6.2. a(pl) = q2 + tq + 1, and a(pi) = qZ + 1 for 
i = 2, 3 ..... t. 
LEMMA 6.3. We may choose the point P and the line l such that P ~ l 
and the polarity p, defined with respect o P and l, has q2 + 1 absolute points. 
Proof. Choose any line l which is not a line of  ~r 0 . Choose any point 
P ~ l such that P ~ ~r0. Then, either the polarity p has q2 q_ 1 absolute 
points, in which case there is nothing to prove, or else p has qZ q- tq § 1 
absolute points. If, in this case, p corresponds to the subgroup of squares 
in 1" (see remarks before Lemma 6.1), consider any point P/3~ ~ l 
where fl~ is a nonsquare in 1". Then the polarity defined with respect o 
Pfl~ and l has q2 + 1 absolute points. 
THEOREM 6.4. I f  case (e) of  Theorem 1.1 occurs with F abelian, then 
(i) either n = 4 or else n is odd, 
(ii) 1" contains precisely one nontrivial involution. 
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Proof. Let P and l be chosen as in Lemma 6.3 so that the polarity p 
has q2 4- 1 absolute points, one of which must be the point P. I f  n is even, 
then all the absolute points of p are precisely the points of some line of zr 
(see for instance [2, p. 153]). Since p induces a polarity having q + 1 
absolute points on zr 0 , the line of absolute points of p must be a line 
o f%.  Since P must also belong to this line, then the line of absolute points 
is the unique line of zr0 which contains P. By Piper's construction [11 ], 
this line can be identified with the set of elements {Sk u {7 ~ F: 7 ~ = k}, 
for some k ~ K}, where K ~ I /H ,  and a is a homomorphism of 1" onto K, 
with kernel H, and S = KIt(D~) -1, where t E K\D ~ (see Theorem 3.1). 
So the points of this line which are not points of~'0 can be identified with 
the set {7 ~/ ' :  7 ~ = k} for some (fixed) k E K. The point P corresponds to 
1 e / ' ,  and since 1~= 1 ~ K, then the set we are considering is 
{7 ~ 1": ~ = 1 e K} i.e. the set (Y ~ H}. Such a point is absolute if and only 
if 73 e D, and since every such point is absolute we must have that 73 e D 
for all 7 ~ H. I f  7 e H, then 73 ~ H, and since ] D n H I = 1, then the 
number of elements 7 E H with y2~ D is precisely t, the number of 
elements of G with order ~2.  However this number must also be equal to 
q3 _ q. Since t is a power of 2, then we have q = 2 and so n -~ 4. 
When q is odd, then the unique line of ~'0 which contains P is non- 
absolute and so must contain exactly two absolute points (see [2, p. 153]) 
neither of which can be elements of rr 0 . The proof given above shows that 
the number of such points is t, and so t = 2 as claimed. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
We complete this section with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Suppose we are in case (e), with 1" abelian, and n = q3 
is odd. Let fl be the unique nontrivial involution in 1", and let p be a polarity 
of  rr, defined in Section 5, such that a(p) = q3 q_ 1. Then pfi : ~ is also a 
polarity of  zr, and a(fi) = q2 q_ 1 i f  q ---- 1 (mod 4), and a(~) : q3 q_ 2q q- 1 
/ f  q --= 3 (rood 4). 
Proof. We first show that p and t3 commute, so that their product is a 
polarity of ft. Let P and l be the base point and line of p. Then p: P7 --+ 17 -1. 
Hence pfl: P7 ~ 17-1 f l  = 17-1fl -1, also 
tiP: P7 -+ ((PY) fl) P ~- (PTfl) P = l~-17 -1. 
Thus f3p and pfl act in the same manner on the points (and lines) of 
zr\%. Since fi fixes % pointwise, then the actions of pfl and tip are identical 
on %,  and so p and fi commute. Thus pfl = f5 is a polarity of zr having 
q + 1 absolute points which are points of %.  The point P7 is absolute if 
and only if P7 ~ lf17 -1 i.e. P7 ~ ~ lfi i.e. 72 e Dfl, where D is the relative 
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difference set of 7r defined by the point P and the line I. Thus, if/3 is a 
square in /', (i.e. when q ~ 1 (mod 4)) then a(tS)----a(p)-= q2+ 1, 
whereas if /3 is not a square in /', (when q ~ 3 (rood4)) then, by 
Corollary 6.2, a(t5 ) = q2 + 2q + 1. 
7. A MULTIPLIER THEOREM 
Let R(m, n, k, d) be a difference set in an additive abelian group G 
relative to a subgroup H. Theorem 2.1 of [5] shows that, if cr is the natural 
homomorphism, ~: G ~ G/H, then a(R) is a difference set in G/H with 
parameters (m, k, nd). R is said to be an extension of  D. 
DEFINITION. If t is a rational integer such that 
tR = (tr: r ~ R} = {r + g: r ~ R} = R + g 
for some g e G, t is called a multiplier of R. If g = 0, R is said to be fixed 
by t. 
In [5] the following multiplier theorem was proved (Theorem 7.1). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R(m, n, k, d) be a relative difference set in an additive 
abelian group G such that R is an extension of  a D(m, k, )0 where )t ~ nd, 
and let v* denote the 1.c.m. of the orders of  the elements of  G. I f  t is a 
multiplier o f  D, k ~ 0 (mod k'), k' > d, (k', v*) = 1, k ' z  p~l . . . .  Psi, 
where the Pi are distinct primes, and i f  there exists/3i such that p~* ~ t 
(mod v*) (1 <~ i ~ s), then t is a multiplier o f  R. 
Note that in [5] the condition (k', v*) = 1 was wrongly omitted. This 
theorem, as it stands, is not useful for constructing multipliers of relative 
difference sets with parameters (q~+ q + 1, q2  q, q2, 1) because the 
condition (k', v*) ~ 1 is never satisfied. By a modification of the argument 
given in [5] we are able to prove 
THEOREM 7.2. I f  p is a prime such that p~ [ q and p~+iJ( q, then 
p~ + q(q3 _ 1)/pr is a multiplier o f  an R(q 2 + q + l, q~ - q, q2,1) 
relative difference set. 
To prove Theorem 7.2 we consider, as in [5], the group ring A of G 
over the rational integers Z and express the elements of A as polynomials, 
F(x) = ~g~ fgx g, fg ~ Z. Thus, if S C_ G, S(x) will denote the element of A 
defined by S(x) = ~.g~s xg. The mn characters of G are denoted by X~ 
(1 <~ i <~ mn), with X1 the principal character and x~(H) = 1 (1 ~ i ~< m). 
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ffF(x) ~ A, F(x) = ~g~afgx g (fg ~ Z), define 
then 
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xi(F(x)) = ~ f~x,(g) 
g~G 
(1 ~ i ~ ran). 
The following three lemmas are minor modifications of results in [5]. 
LEMMA 7.3. I f  C(x) E A and a is a rational integer such that 
(a, ran) = a l ,  
xI(C(x)) -~ (in -- 1)nd (rood a), 
x,(C(x)) ~ --nd (rood a) 
xi(C(x)) ~-- 0 (rood a) 
(2 ~ i  ~m) ,  
(m < i <~ mn), 
C(x) = d(G(x) -- H(x)) + (a/a1)F(x), 
where F(x) e A. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let R and R* be two R(m, n, k, d), both in G and both 
relative to H, such that 
R(x-O R*(x) = d(G(x) -- xgH(x)) + k'F(x), 
where k' ] k, k' > d, F(x) ~ A, and 
R*(x) H(x) = x~R(x) H(x). 
Then 
R*(x) = x~R(x) where a ~ g + H. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let R and R* be two R(m, n, k, d) in G relative to H, 
where k ~- 0 (modp0 and (pJ, ran) ---- al (p a prime andj > 0). I f  
(xdR(x)), PO = (x~(R*(x)), PO (m < i ~ ran), 
and 
R*(x) H(x) = xgR(x) H(x) for some g ~ G, 
then 
R(x -1) R*(x) = d(G(x) -- xgH(x)) + (pJ/al) F'(x), 
where F'(x) ~ A. 
We require the following theorem, due to Kummer [e.g. 12, p. 317]. 
Suppose K is an algebraic number field with integers Zx and K' is a 
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finite algebraic extension of K such that, for some y 9 K', the integers of 
K' are given by Zr" -~ Zr[y]. Let F(Y) be the minimal polynomial for y 
over K and let ~ be a prime ideal of ZK. For a polynomial G(Y) over ZK 
write G(Y) for the polynomial (over ZK/~) obtained by reduction modulo 
~.  Let 
g 
F(x )  = I-[ (f~(x)) ~' 
i=1 
be the factorization o f f  over Zr /~ into distinct irreduciblefi (1 ~ i ~ g). 
Then, in ZK', 
----- f i  (~, F,(y)f ' ,  
i=1 
where, for each i, F~ is a polynomial over ZK withFi = fi  and the (~, Fi(y)) 
are distinct prime ideals. 
Now let v ---- pru where p is a prime such that (p, u) = 1 and let ~ be 
a primitive vth root of unity, so that ~ and ~" are primitive p'th and 
uth roots of unity, respectively. Let Q denote the field of rational numbers 
and apply Kummer's theorem to Q(~") over Q for the ideal (p). The 
minimal polynomial for ~' over Q divides X ~" -- 1 and, modulo p, this 
is just (X -  1) p~, so that 
(p) = (1 -- ~)*(~'), (7.1) 
(~(p') to obtain the correct degree). 
Now apply the theorem a second time to Q(0 over Q(~u) for the ideal 
1 - -  ~, taking ~ as a generating element of Q(0 over Q(~"). Since this 
extension has degree ~(u) and since the minimal polynomial for ~p" over 
Q has degree ~(u) (~" being a primitive uth root of unity), the minimal 
polynomial for ~" over Q is irreducible over Q(~"). Observe that 
Zo(~,)/(1 -- ~") is a field of p elements o that we can take the integers 
0,  1 .... , p -- 1 as coset representatives, and thus we may suppose the F~ 
in Kummer's theorem to have rational integer coefficients. Hence, in 
Zo(o , 
g 
(1 - -  ~)  = 1-[ ((1 - -  ~u), F,(~')) ~', (7 .2)  
i=1  
(in fact, all the e~ are 1). 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 7.6. I f  ~ is a primitive vth root of unity then the automorphism 
of Q(~) over Q induced by ~ ---* ~+~ leaves all the prime factors of (p) 
invariant. 
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Proof. Under the automorphism ~__+~ v"+u of Q(~)over  Q, 
1 - -  ~-+ 1 --  ~(~'+u) = 1 --  ~ u~. Since the map ~-+~'2  is in 
Aut(Q(~U)/Q), it is seen from (7.1) that 
1 - -  ~' and 1 -- ~,2 generate the same ideal in Q(~u). (7.3) 
Also, ~" --~ ~(~+")  = ~r ,  and since Fi has coefficients in Z, Fi(~ ~r) =~ 
F i (~ ' )  p" (mod p). Thus the image of ((1 -- ~), Fi(~")) under ~ --* ~p'+u 
is ((1 -- ~"), Fi(~P') p~ -~ c~p), a ~ ZO( 0 . But 1 -- ~" divides p in Zo(~,) 
and hence in Zo( 0 . Thus this image is ((1 -- ~'), Fi(~9")~'). However, 
from (7.2) and (7.3), this image must be one of the factors ((1 -- ~u), F~(~")) 
and hence must be ((1 -- ~"), F~(~')). It follows that each of the factors 
((1 -- ~"), F~(~v")) is invariant under the automorphism ~~ ~P'+u. This 
proves the theorem. (The authors are grateful to W. W. Stothers for the 
above proof.) 
We are now in a position to give the proof of Theorem 7.2. 
Suppose that R(q2+ q q-1 ,  q2  q, q2, 1) is a difference set in an 
additive abelian group G relative to a subgroup H and suppose 
that this relative difference set is an extension of a difference set 
D(q 2 § q § 1, qZ, q~ _ q). Let p be a prime divisor of q such that pr I q 
but p~+l ~ q. Then p~ is a multiplier of D [7, Theorem 11.5.2] and hence so 
also isp ~ + q(q3 _ 1)/p~ = t, say. Let q(q3 _ 1)/p~ = u so that (u, p~) = 1 
and up ~ = q(qS -- 1). Then by Theorem 7.6 the automorphism ~~ ~t 
(~ a primitive p~uth root of unity) leaves the prime factors of (p) in Q(0 
invariant. Thus, writing R*(x)  = R(x~), we have 
R*(x)  H(x)  = xgR(x)  H(x)  for some g e G 
(since t is a multiplier of D), and for every character )  of G 
(x(R(x)) ' pr+l) = (x(R*(x)), p~+l). 
Hence takingj ----- r -k 1 in Lemma 7.5, we have 
R(x  -1) R*(x)  = (G(x) - -  xgH(x))  -k pF'(x) ,  F ' (x)  ~ A. 
Finally applying Lemma 7.4 gives 
R*(x) = x"R(x), a e g + H, 
and Theorem 7.2 is proved. 
To examine the existence of a relative difference set R(q2q - q -k  1, 
qZ _ q, q~, 1) we use Theorem 7.2 in conjunction with the following result 
[5, Theorem 8.4]. 
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THEOREM 7.7. Let R : R(m, n, k, d) be a relative difference set in 
an additive abelian group G relative to a subgroup H and let m*, v* denote 
the 1.c.m.'s of  the orders of  the elements o f  G/H and G respectively. I f t is a 
multiplier o f  R and i f t  ~ ~ 1 (mod m*) then t ~ -~ 1 (mod v*). 
Take m=q~+q+ 1, n ---- q2 -- q, k=q2,  d= 1 and let q have 
tx I c t  ~ , prime decomposition q PiPs 2 " "P~ qlq2 "'" qs where qi =P~.  
Then by Theorem 7.2 
t~ = q~ + q(q3 _ 1)/q~ (7.4) 
is a multiplier for 1 ~ i ~< s of the relative difference set R(q ~ + q + 1, 
q2 _ q, q2, 1) and hence, since the multipliers form a group, so also is 
t = qtz "'" ts. Now from (7.4), 
t - -~q (modqS- -  1) and t ~ f i (q l - -  q/q~) (modq) .  (7.5) 
i=1  
Since (q/q3(q/qJ) ~-- 0 (mod q) if i :~ j, the latter congruence reduces to 
t ~-- -- ~ (q/q,)2 (mod q). (7.6) 
i=1  
Case (i) s = 1, i.e. q is a prime power, q = p~. Then (7.5) and (7.6) yield 
t 3~ 1 (modq3- -  I) and t~- - I  (modq).  (7.7) 
Since [ G/H[ ---- q2 + q + 1 it follows that m* [ q2 + q + 1 and hence 
ta----- 1 (modm,) .  By Theorem 7.7 this implies that ta~ = 1 (mod v*). 
However, G certainly has an element of order p so that v* ~ 0 (modp)  
which gives t a --= 1 (modp).  Comparison with (7.7) yields p = 2. Hence 
using Theorem 6.4 and example 3 of Section 4, we have 
THEOREM 7.8. A relative difference set R(q z + q + 1, q2 _ q, q~, 1), 
where q is a prime power, exists in an abelian group i f  and only i f  q : 2. 
Case (ii). s > 1. Here again t a ------ 1 (rood v*). From (7.6), t ~ --(q/qi) 2 
(modp3,  1 ~ i ~ s, and since v* ~ 0 (mod p~), we have 
(q/q~)6 ~ --1 (modpi)  (1 ~ i ~ s). 
In other words, -- 1 is a quadratic residue (mod p~), which implies p~ ~- 1 
(mod 4) i fpi is odd. We have then proved 
THEOREM 7.9. I f  q is divisible by a prime p ~ 3 (mod 4) (in particular, 
/ fq ~ 3 (mod 4)) there does not exist an abelian R(q z + q + 1, q2 _ q, q2, 1). 
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Note added in proof. Fred Piper has pointed out that the Hughes Plane, ~r, of order 9 
admits a non-abelian collineation group ir ~ Zlz • $3, of order 78, which acts on ~r 
in the manner of case (e) of Theorem 1.1. Hence there exists a (13, 6, 9, 1) difference 
set in /~, relative to $3. An example of such a difference set D is as follows. (Due to 
Carol Whitehead). 
We describe $3 by 
$3 = (~bab : a, b ~ GF(3), a ~ 0, such that ~a~ : x --~ ax + b:}. 
Then D is the set 
((1, 4,xo), (10, 4,1o), (11, ,6~0), (0, ,~o), (5, 4,~0), (2, 4,~2), (8, 4,22), (7, $~x), (9, ,620}. 
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